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Abstract. Alternative (alt) text is vital for visually impaired users to
consume digital images with screen readers. When these image descrip-
tions are not incorporated, these users encounter accessibility challenges.
In this study, we explore the prevalence and user understanding of alt
text in Twitter. First, we assess the availability of alt text by collect-
ing the Twitter Engagement (TWEN) dataset which contains over 1000
high engagement tweets regarding online articles from the most popular
Google Keywords. We focused on keywords that create an engagement
in Twitter in order to study the possibility of creating priorities of me-
dia content that missing alt text then adding descriptions to them by
crowdsourcer to help the visually impaired to be equal like others in the
social media communities. Our findings reveal approximately 91% of the
tweets contained images and videos, less than 1% of the images had alt
text. Thus, even highly engaged tweets remain inaccessible to visually
impaired individuals. Thus, we designed two guided concepts to raise
awareness of high engagement. We then surveyed 100 sighted partici-
pants to understand their perception of alt text and evaluate strategies
to increase the frequency of alt text for highly engaged content. Our
value-based guided concept was well received by the majority of the
study participants.

Keywords: Image captions · Image description · Alt text · Accessibility · Visual
impairment · Twitter

1 Introduction

Alternative (alt) text, commonly referred to as descriptions, are tags used to
describe images, GIFs, diagrams, and illustrations to a non-textual content [50].
Digital images are prevalent, existing on websites, platforms, applications, e-
publications, and software. The alt text tag plays a vital role in helping visually
impaired users to understand the content. Nowadays assistive technology such
as a screen-reader (e.g., Apple Voice-over, Microsoft Narrator, TalkBack) helps
people who are visually impaired to render screen reader elements into a speech.
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Recent changes in the world including the ease of use and access to mobile
phones with cameras have contributed to the heavy dissemination of images on
the internet. In 2014, 1.8 billion digital images were uploaded through social me-
dia platforms WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, and Flickr [33]. This
number is only increasing as social media becomes more popular as evidenced
by WhatsApp users alone uploading 4.5 billion digital images in 2017 [38].

In 1999, HTML 4.0 specified standards to meet the needs of visually impaired
persons. Now authors need to specify an image description in the “alt” field at-
tribute of the image’s HTML tag so screen readers are able to access the image
[31,40,47]. Yet, image descriptions are lacking on social media. This results in
visually impaired users being unable to access images and GIFs, leading to in-
equality access among Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram social media platforms
[36,16,5,64]. Twitter remains one of the more popular social media platforms.
In February 2019, Twitter reported 126 million daily users, an increase of 9%
from the prior year [46]. Twitter’s simple text-based interface makes it more ac-
cessible to screen readers than other more popular social media platforms such
as Facebook [8]. As such, Twitter is especially popular with visually impaired
users. Specifically, a survey of blind Twitter users revealed 88.4% used Twitter
for news and 72% used Twitter for entertainment [36].

Unfortunately, images on Twitter are largely inaccessible to the visually im-
paired. In 2019 [16], researchers highlighted the barrier of missing descriptions.
Findings revealed only 0.1% of tweets with images contained image descriptions
[16]. According to the World Health Organization, in 2019, the number of vi-
sually impaired in the world was approximately 2.2 billion [65]. Twitter media
content (i.e. image, GIF) is one of the most important components of the social
network. Users interact on Twitter through liking, retweeting, and/or replying
to a tweet. This creates more intellectual communication between members of
the Twitter community. Twitter is a way to socialize among the visually im-
paired, though many studies have shown that the visually impaired face difficult
challenges to overcome the amount of media contained in Twitter [36,32,67].

As the visually impaired depend on screen readers to consume tweets, media
content is inaccessible if it lacks a description. While there is a feature for adding
descriptions, it is optional. Despite the improvements to this feature from 2011
to 2020, many sighted users still neglect to add descriptions to media content.
Thus, in our work, we propose using content engagement to measure the priority
of adding descriptions to multimedia content. This would make crowdsourcing
solutions more effective as descriptions would be added to the content with the
highest engagement before content with lower engagement. We designed visual
icons to notify users that content has high engagement and needs descriptions.

In this study, we first determine the frequency of descriptions in the me-
dia content of tweets about a diverse range of highly engaged topics. Then we
survey sighed users to understand how to increase description compliance and
the perception of our visual icons on tweets with multimedia content. As far as
we know, there is no recent tweet data set available to the public that includes
highly engaged keywords that causes missing alt text. Our contributions include:
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1. Identifying the type of Twitter content that users engage with the most to
build a popular data set,

2. Determining the frequency of media content and descriptions in this set of
highly engaged tweets, and

3. Surveying sighted users to understand how to increase the description fre-
quency of highly engaged media content on Twitter through crowd-sourcing.

2 Related Work

Our study urges that the community should share the same social media applica-
tions interface with the visually impaired users. We believe that the community
is able to increase the percentage of visual content descriptions if the way is paved
through the visual notification in the application interface like what propose in
our research. Our study builds on previous work by Gleason et al. [16] which
focuses on images from the most popular Twitter accounts. Unlike Gleason et
al., our research includes other forms of media content such as animated GIFs,
videos, and URL previews. Additionally, while Gleason et al. focused on tweets
from the most popular twitter accounts, we focus on the tweets containing the
most popular keywords. This allows us to capture a tweets about highly engaged
topics from a diverse range of Twitter users. In first phase of our study, we hy-
pothesize even highly engaged media content are likely to lack text descriptions
on Twitter. Our research is further unique in that it covers the difficulties in
finding media content with descriptions on Twitter as well as the important role
crowdsourcing could play in providing descriptions for visually impaired users.

2.1 Visually Impaired Users and Twitter

Twitter was founded in 2006 and originally provided a rather simplistic text-
based interface thus making it popular for people who are blind [8], but the
social media platform started featuring embedded photos in tweets on June 2011
[12]. In 2016 [52] Twitter added a description option on Twitter which needed
to be adjusted through the settings. Even users who activated this setting to
describe an image did not always provide a description. Furthermore, in May
2020 Twitter modified this feature and users can add the description directly
without setting [59]. However, this important feature is not well advertised so
many users may be unaware of its existence or the value of including descriptions.

The number of monthly active users on Twitter reached 340 million in 2020
[26]. Tweet engagement is measured through the quantity of likes, retweets,
and replies. Engagement and trust are used by influencer marketing to predict
the popularity of products [1,61], but many promotions contain visual content
without a description [57]. Politics are also frequently discussed on Twitter, in
particular during elections [25], and the lack of descriptions impedes the abil-
ity of visually impaired users to participate [54]. Regrettably, media content
descriptions in tweets are very rare. A study [16] found only 0.1% of 9.22 mil-
lion tweets with images contained descriptions. Despite the lack of descriptions,
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Twitter remains popular among visually impaired people who use Twitter to get
updates on the latest news, entertainment, and social relations [36]. In addition
to images, Twitter also supports videos and GIFs to increase user participation.
These media content types allow for expression that static images are unable
to capture. However, GIFs are silent animations which make them even more
difficult for visually impaired users to consume, creating additional accessibility
issues [2]. A survey including 3.7 million accounts found that Tweets with GIFs
received 55% greater engagement than those without GIFs [60], demonstrating
GIFs are an important tool to increase tweet engagement. Without descriptions,
these highly engaged tweets are inaccessible to visually impaired users.

2.2 Methods to Generate Alternative Text

Image-based tweets are highly varied and therefore existing automated image
description tools [36,44] are not easily adapted to work on Twitter. In this section
we will discuss three strategies for generating content media descriptions.

Human-powered approaches. Human-powered approaches specifically refer
to human-in-the-loop labeling provided via crowd-powered systems. Researchers
[6] have proposed 13 human-powered access technology design principles inspired
by both historical and recent technical advances that have potential to make en-
vironments more available for people with disabilities. VizWiz [4] is a free iPhone
application that allows visually impaired people take pictures, ask questions, and
then receive answers from the Amazon Mechanical Turk (mTurk) crowd-sourcing
platform in less than 30 seconds. RegionSpeak [69] is a system that allows blind
people to send, receive, and collect more information with crowd-sourcing by
providing an easy way to integrate visual details from several images by image
stitching which significantly decrease the number of encounters and complete
time spent on finding answers. There are also other studies about how to help
add image descriptions that rely on human annotators [8,7,42,63].

Automated approaches. Researchers developed and deployed Automatic Alt-
Text (AAT) that applies the computer vision technology to identify images and
generates alt text on Facebook [68]. There are other approach to automatically
generate image descriptions but these are also not intended for visually impaired
individuals [14,30,62,53]. Other research focuses on learning how to recognize
objects and relationships. This is generally accomplished with trained computer
vision models which input an image to generate a related caption [13,28,41].

Hybrid approaches. Caption Crawler is a system that proposes a reverse im-
age search to retrieve existing descriptions on the internet for static images [23].
TweetTalk generates human editing descriptions or tags to save time and finan-
cial costs for the recruitment of human crowd workers. This is done through the
development and assessment of constructed social media image questions that
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can instruct humans or AI systems to the invention of captions that contain
certain types of details most desired by the visually impaired [44]. Research has
also leveraged social media posts to explore the value in alternative text formats
and how crowdsourcing could answer new questions about popular imagery [45].
Other approaches often consist of combining generated descriptions or tags with
human editing [5,43]. Twitter A11y [17] is browser extension to add alt text on
to image tweets accessible, however such a system should not be relied upon
as an alternative, as it will likely either misidentify objects or not provide an
appropriate level of detail in descriptions, especially for scientific purposes [11].

2.3 UI/UX design awareness on social media

Recently there has been an explosion of data quantity and data sources. For in-
stance, facets of social lives are being increasingly disseminated on social media,
essentially allowing for social lives to be transformed into quantifiable informa-
tion. This increase in data has caused User Interface (UI) and User Experience
(UX) design to become increasingly important. In several different contexts,
the importance of UX has been studied, especially in the low rate of participa-
tory design awareness. These studies have been used to inform the development
of persuasive technologies within the human computer interaction (HCI) com-
munity [15,20,37,19,29,66]. The two main ways to portray data is numerically
and visually [27,21,39]. Further, research recognizes people historically respond
better to evidence when numerical values are involved [39]. Despite enormous
research on the accessibility of the Web and on developing standards [22], frame-
works and legal standards, awareness of designers [49], and tools to make text-
books accessible [10], access to certain content remains hindered. Unfortunately,
creative, dynamic, and adaptable UI/UX design methods that simultaneously
benefit both blind users and sighted user have been largely ignored in academic
literature. Thus, we explore the use of UX to convey missing alt text using two
concepts: (1) numerical guided concept and (2) photo icon guided concept.

3 Twitter Engagement Experiment and Dataset

3.1 Data Collection

In the first phase of our research, we collected the Twitter Engagement (TWEN)
data set which consists of data regarding three types of content media on Twitter:
image, video, and text. Specifically, this data set is unique as it focuses on Twitter
engagement with online articles, thus resulting in a high percent of images and
videos. In order to get articles on a variety of popular topics, we choose topics
based on the top 100 keywords searched on Google as of June 2018 [48].We have
chosen this list of keywords because they might lead us to find the important
tweets that people may interact with often then add description to later, In
addition this list is not associated with a brand and has removed porn-related
keywords. For each of keyword (such as weather, maps, news, donald trump,
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Fig. 1. Tabular representation of the TWEN data set which indicates the media content
of the tweets for the top ten keywords. The tweets are labeled as containing a thumbnail
(N), large image (I), video (V), and just text (T). Broken (B) tweets are also noted.

game of thrones, etc..), we use Twitter’s premium Tweet search API [55,56], to
identify the top three articles with the most Twitter engagement by utilizing
premium operators to deliver article engagement based on filtering rules where
a queries length are the 100 keywords. We defined the article engagement as the
number of times tweets mentioning the article were retweeted, replied, and liked.
These articles were from June 22, 2019 through April 4, 2020.

For each article, we collect data about the top five tweets with the highest
engagement that reference each selected article’s URL, resulting in at most 1500
tweets. We removed ten keywords that contains only one letter such as ‘g’ and ‘f’
to avoid matches an exact phrase within the body of a Tweet which may return
unexpected results (for example ’f’ means Facebook). Of the 1350 extracted
tweets, 262 were broken due to the tweets being deleted by the user who posted
them or blocked on Twitter. Thus, TWEN is comprised of 1088 tweets. While
each tweet has a 280 character limit, Twitter Cards allow for the inclusion of
images and videos. Our data set consists of four types of cards. First, a Summary
Card includes a thumbnail image of the referenced website, description, and text.
Second, a Summary Card with Large Image is very similar to a Summary card
except the image is larger than a thumbnail. Third, a Player Card allows for the
inclusion of audio, videos, and GIFs. Additionally, our data set contains tweets
with only text which we refer to as a Text Card. A tabular view TWEN content
is displayed in Figure 1 for the top ten keywords. As seen, there are fifteen
tweets, five for each of the articles. We filtered the tweets using operator ‘url:’
(this refers only to tweets that have URLs that point to media hosted elsewhere).
We used ‘has:links’ and ‘has:media’ operators to control the API request from
the stream. We collect at most 5000 URLs within a tweet for each of the top 100
keywords. Twitter engagement is calculated for the top three article’s URLs.

3.2 Findings

Figure 2 contains a summary of TWEN content. Of the 1088 tweets, 902 contain
images, 92 contain video, and 94 contain only text. Over 91.4% of the tweets
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Fig. 2. TWEN shows highly engaged tweets rarely have alt text.

contained content media, demonstrating the prevalence of images and videos in
highly engaged tweets about highly engaged articles. In particular, tweets with
large images were highly prevalent in TWEN. While videos were less common,
Player Cards which support videos were only introduced to Twitter in 2017.
None of the videos or thumbnails contained descriptions and only one percent
of the 752 large images contained descriptions for visually impaired users. While
this alt text can be added to non-textual content on Twitter, it is an optional
card property field which is clearly rarely utilized for media content [58].

We also compare the content media of the tweets from each of the article
URLs, as seen in Table 1. We collected the five most engaged tweets from each
of the three most engaged articles for each keyword. Recall, engagement is the
summation of the number of likes, retweets, and replays. Tweets referencing
the first URL yielded 279 Large Images, which is higher than the second or
third URLs. As with the full data set, tweets with Large Images were the most
common media content for all URLs. The most engaged (first) URLs have the
highest number of tweets with large images and videos. Our threshold of 100,000
engagements serves to prioritize highly-engaged tweets so that they can reach
high description compliance. Based on the data, displayed in Figure 1, we found
that the 10 keywords with the highest number of engagements each had more
than 100,000 engagements. For example, the keyword ‘movies’ ranks first with
652,715 engagements. We set our threshold as 100,000 engagements, though this
algorithmic threshold could be easily readjusted based on a larger dataset.

TWEN reveals that highly engaged tweets contain plentiful visual content
with few descriptions. Large images were the most common type of media content
in the tweets. Given the rich visual details in these images, it is most important
for them to contain descriptions. Yet, only 8 of the 752 large images contained
descriptions. Unfortunately, this poses a major obstacle to Twitter’s visually
impaired users as they are unable to consume the majority of the most engaged
tweets on Twitter. Thus, we consider strategies to help solve the problem of miss-
ing descriptions for tweets with high engagement. We propose a publicly visible
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Table 1. Distribution of the 1088 TWEN tweets with the article URLs.

Media Content First URL Second URL Third URL

Large Image 279 239 234
Thumbnail 42 60 48
Video 39 26 27
Text Only 32 32 30
Total 392 357 339

icon to notify users to the presence of a highly engaged tweet that needs a de-
scription. As there were 10 keywords in TWEN with the engagements of over 100
thousand, we set the threshold value for the icon at 100 thousand engagements.
We believe if we are unable reach complete compliance, our threshold serves to
prioritize the most highly engaged tweets. The threshold can be readjusted as
needed. We design a pseudocode in Algorithm 1 which is an informal high-level
description of the operating principle to highlight how we add a flag to tweets
that have highly engaged media content. We believe this icon will increase de-
scription compliance for the most important media content, thus making highly
engaged content more accessible for visibly impaired users on Twitter. In the
next experiment, we test the effectiveness of this proposed strategy.

3.3 Contributions and Availability

The TWEN dataset contributes information about the variety and types of im-
agery being shared on Twitter. Upon publication, we will make the entire tabular
representation of TWEN, a subset of which is shown in Figure 1, publicly avail-
able at https://osf.io/ksyzx/?view only=a68dd37bf108424d8006e2d7071e3bdd.
Our approach for identifying highly engaged tweets can help inform future re-
search and the design of enhanced automated approaches for captioning.

Algorithm 1 Strategy to identify highly engaged tweets that need a concept
flag to encourage descriptions.

1: if the tweet has a media content then
2: if media content has a description then
3: Don’t do anything
4: else if the engagement of the tweet ≥ 100, 000 then
5: Add concept flag to the tweet
6: else
7: Don’t do anything ”tweet is not highly engaged”
8: end if
9: else

10: Don’t do anything ”tweet has no media content”
11: end if

https://osf.io/ksyzx/?view_only=a68dd37bf108424d8006e2d7071e3bdd
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4 UX Accessibility Design Experiment

4.1 Motivation and Research Questions

Building from the results of TWEN, we conducted an experiment to explore
themes of encouragement and awareness. The purpose of this experiment is to
help understand how extensive the problem is that causes missing alt text in
media content. This is done by assisting Twitter users in describing tweets that
need more attention, i.e., have very large engagement. We also explored strategies
to encourage additions of descriptions to media content. Responses were collected
with a survey distributed on Twitter. This experiment was designed to answer
three main research questions:

– RQ1: To what extent are our findings from the TWEN data set consistent
with surveyed participant experience?

– RQ2: Is there a difference in effectiveness between engagement flags using a
numeric value versus a photo icon?

– RQ3: What are guidelines for improving the frequency of media content
descriptions on social media?

4.2 Recruitment and Respondents

To ensure applicable results, we purchased an advertisement on Twitter to re-
cruit Twitter users to take our IRB-approved survey. Specifically, we targeted
users with location in the United States and English as their language. We
sought responses from people of all genders. The recruited participants should
be at least 18 years old, have a Twitter account, and participate voluntarily.
We used the Qualtrics survey platform and received 101 valid responses. 36.6%
identified as female and 63.4% as male. Participants achieved varied highest
levels of education: 3% had less than a high school degree, 15.7% had high
school diplomas or equivalents, 12.9% had some college but no degree, 13.9%
had Associate’s degrees, 41.6% had Bachelor’s degrees, 8.9% Master’s degree,
1% had Doctoral degrees, and 3% had professional degrees. Users identified var-
ied reasons for using Twitter: news and updates (75.5%), following celebrities
and brands (32.7%), entertainment (63.4%), social engagement (48.5%), finding
a job (1%), and (5.9%) indicated business (note that some respondents select
more than one choice in this question). Further self-reported demographics for
the 101 participants are in Table 2.

4.3 Experimental Procedure

There were eight parts to the survey instrument:

1. Demographic questions: We presented participants with multiple-choice
questions about their Twitter use frequency, age, gender, education, main
goals of using Twitter, and length of time they have been using Twitter.
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Table 2. Distribution of participant age and frequency/distribution of Twitter use.

Age % Frequency of use % Duration of use %

18-24 2% Multiple times a day 45.5% < 1 year 2%
25-34 39.6% Once a day 23.8% 1− 3 years 18.8%
35-44 35.6% Multiple times per week 22.7 3− 5 years 14.8%
45+ 22.8% Monthly 7.9% > 5 years 64.4%

2. User experience with Twitter: We first asked respondents to select the
type of media they share most on Twitter. Next, we ask them to rank on a
Likert scale the frequency they have written a description when they tweet
a media content (i.e. images, GIFs). Those who included a description were
asked about the source of their descriptions with options including bot, their
own words, and write-in. Lastly, we presented an screenshot to participants
and asked them if they think image in the bounding box has a description?

3. High priority of the engagement: In the prior experiment, we found only
1% of the highly engaged tweets with media content contained descriptions.
As such, this section of questions is to determine if the level of engagement
influences users willingness to act as a crowdsourcer by adding a description.
We first provide a definition of engagement (like + retweet + replay). We
then ask participants to select what media content they would choose to
write a description for with options varying the level of engagement.

4. Concept effectiveness: Respondents were asked to rate on Likert scales
the effectiveness of the numerical value concept and the effectiveness the
photo guided concept in comparison to the default concept used by Twitter.

5. Concept Interest: Respondents were asked to rate our numerical value
and photo guided concepts as well as the Twitter default concept on Likert
scales. Options ranged from being interested to disinterested.

6. Overall awareness: We asked respondents to indicate if they are aware of
the recent Twitter announcement on May 27, 2020 explaining how descrip-
tions can be added without having enter settings. Participants were also
asked to rate on Likert scale their willingness to turn a screen reader on to
see whether or not the image has a description. We educate the participants
on how a screen reader works and why it is used in case they are not aware of
this type of technology. As twitter currently hides media descriptions, we also
asked participants to rate on Likert scale if they agree with the statement:
Twitter can improve on how it displays invisible descriptions.

7. Overall preference: We asked respondents to select if they preferred the
Twitter default, numerical value, or photo guided concept.

8. Request for further information: Participants who selected at least
sometimes regarding their description frequency in part two were automat-
ically prompted to answer the open-ended question: Why did they add a
description to the media content (i.e. images, GIFs)? Those who selected
Never were prompted to answer the open-ended question: Why did they not
add a description when they tweeted media content (i.e. images, GIFs)?
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Fig. 3. Numerical value guided concept: the screenshot featuring the numerical value
guided concept.

Fig. 4. Photo guided concept: the screenshot featuring the photo guided concept.

Fig. 5. Twitter default concept: displays the screenshot with Twitter’s default concept.
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During the survey, participants were asked questions related to our design
concepts which we refer to as guided concepts. The related questions regarded a
news feed on the Twitter interface. Participants compared our numerical value
guided concept and photo guided concept with the default concept currently used
by Twitter. For this study, we chose a tweet with likes = 9.9k, retweets = 2.7k
and replies = 49. As seen in Figures 3-5, the tweet also contains both text and
an image missing a description. Our hypothesis is that many users will fail to
distinguish between text at the top of the tweet and the description.

For all three concepts, we first asked participants to familiarize themselves
with the concept. The screenshot featuring the numerical value guided concept
is displayed in Figure 3. The tweet includes a small icon on the top right-hand
side of the image to indicate very high engagement. The screenshot featuring the
photo guided concept is displayed in Figure 4. The tweet includes a depiction of
an eye on the top right-hand side of the image to indicate very high engagement.
Lastly, Figure 5 displays the screenshot with Twitter’s default concept.

4.4 Analysis

We use qualitative and quantitative analysis in our survey. We focus on three in-
dependent variables: 1) numerical value guided concept, 2) photo guided concept,
and 3) default Twitter concept. Currently, Twitter hides the descriptions.

We also focus on a variety of different dependent variables. During the sec-
ond part of the survey, we collected responses to four questions regarding user
experience with Twitter. Participants could respond to “I often tweet <type of
content> with content types 1 = text, 2 = image, 3 = GIF/video, and 4 = poll.
A Likert scale ranging from 1 = always to 5 = never was used to gauge “if
they have ever written a description when they tweet a media content”. Partic-
ipants could respond to “what type of descriptions have been used to write a
description” with 1 = bot, 2 = my own words, and 3 = other. For the question
regarding description existence, participants could respond to “<type of answer>
the image has a description” with answer types 1 = I think, 2 = I don′t think,
3 = I think there is no way to know if , or 4 = other. We will refer to these
questions about user experience with Twitter as UE1, UE2, UE3, and UE4.

In part three, responses included very highly engaged, very low engaged, both,
and a write-in option. We will refer to the high priority of the engagement
as HP1. In part four we collected three Likert scale ratings on the effectiveness
of the numerical value, photo guided, and Twitter default concepts. We refer to
these five-point scales regarding concept effectiveness as EC1, EC2, and EC3.
Likewise, in part five, we collect three Likert scale ratings regarding interest in
the numerical value, photo guided, and Twitter default concepts. We refer to
these five-point scales regarding concept interest as ICO1, ICO2, and ICO3.

In part six, we collected one quantitative reply and two Likert scales. Options
regarding awareness of Twitter’s announcement about descriptions were aware
and not aware. Participants rated their likelihood of screen reader use and the
potential Twitter improvement on five-point scales. We refer to these overall
awareness replies as OA1, OA2, and OA3. In part seven, participants selected
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Table 3. WN: type of participants responses about why not to add a description.

Category Description

Time consuming statement explaining how adding a description
takes time and effort

Type of follower statement about personal followers (i.e. friends/
family) who are not vision impaired

Misunderstood the necessity of alt
text

statement about how media content can speak for
itself without the need to add more explanation

Not expecting blind or low vision
(BLV) audience on Twitter

statement expressing surprise about the existence
of users who are blind and might follow them

How to add alt text? statement about the location of the option to add
description and how it is used

Table 4. WA: the type of participants responses about why to add a description.

Category Description

Accessible statement about how adding descriptions would enable blind users to
understand concept of tweets

Post humors statement regarding how adding descriptions often makes media con-
tent more fun

Easy statement about how easy it is to write a description

Deep meaning statement about the amount of details when delivering a vague image

More info statement about how adding descriptions would give clarifications

Out of topic statement that is not related to the description

whether they preferred the default Twitter concept, numerical value guided con-
cept, or photo guided concept. We refer to overall preference as OP1.

In last part of the survey, we collected open ended answers regarding motiva-
tion for adding and not adding descriptions. We performed qualitative analysis
by conducting an inductive and deductive reasoning method that performed ax-
ial coding [51]. We used inductive logic to identify the reasons for missing image
description and deductive reasoning to attribute missing descriptions to a par-
ticular concept which allows us to apply it to the theory. We then leverage a
semantic analysis technique [18] to identify and code text segments according to
the parent codes. According to Braun and Clark [9], when searching for themes
one should “not [be] looking for anything beyond what a participant has said
or written”. Thus, our semantic analysis involves dividing the data into subsets
and assigning a unique child code to a parent theme code among all participants’
responses. For motivating description exclusion, child codes include the state-
ments in Table 3, referred to as WN. For motivating description inclusion,
child codes include the statements in Table 4, referred to as WA.

4.5 Findings

User Experience with Twitter. UE1: 75.2% of participants reported that
the majority of their tweets contained only text. 18.8%, 5.0%, and 1.0% reported
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they most tweeted images, videos, and polls, respectively. UE2: 43.6% of par-
ticipants reported never writing a description while only 1.0% reported always
writing descriptions. The remaining participants either wrote descriptions some-
times (31.7%) or half of the time (13.9%). Thus, most participants fail to add a
description to most of their media content, even when it is a known option. UE3:
98.0% of participants reported using their own words when including a descrip-
tion. 2.0% of participants reported using other when including a description.
None reported using a bot. UE4: When shown the image, 53.5% of participants
reported they thought there was a description while 39.6% of participants re-
ported they thought there was no description. Only 6.9% of participants correctly
indicated that there was no way for them to know. This confirms that many peo-
ple do not know that the description is not visible on the tweet. Currently, the
only ways to view descriptions are screen readers or browsers that allow viewing
of the HTML source code. We also found a statistically significant relationship
between among female and male participants. 71.4% of female participants re-
ported that there was no way to know if there is a description, a view shared
by only 28.6% of male participants. To determine the statistical significance, we
used Chi-Squared test with p-value = 0.01 and effect size (Cramér’s V) = 0.280.

High Priority of the Engagement. HP1: About half (53.5%) of participants
reported they would add descriptions to the content of highly engaged tweets. A
third (32.7%) reported they would want to add descriptions to both tweets with
high and low engagement. 1% reported other and the remaining 12.9% would
add descriptions to only lowly engaged tweets.

Concept Effectiveness. EC1-EC3, respondents rated the perceived effective-
ness of the numerical guided (EC1), photo guided (EC2), and Twitter default
(EC3) concepts. The five-point Likert scale responses were normally distributed.
The concept effectiveness for the numerical guided EC1 (M=3.25, SD=1.09) was
rated higher than the photo guided EC2 (M=2.95, SD=1.15): t(100)=2.243, p
= 0.027. The effect size using Cohen’s d to indicate a standardized difference
between two means is 0.264, suggesting a small effect. The concept effectiveness
was also rated higher for numerical guided EC1 (M=3.25, SD=1.09) compared
to Twitter default EC3 (M=2.75, SD=1.10): t(100)=2.6, p = 0.026. Cohen’s d
for this comparison is 0.451, suggesting a medium effect. We do not refer to these
differences as statistically significant, however, as a Bonferonni correction for two
comparisons would yield an adjusted threshold of p < 0.05/2 or 0.025. We in-
stead refer to these results as weak but inconclusive evidence that the numerical
guided concept (EC1) is more effective than the photo guided concept (EC2)
and the default concept (EC3). The results suggest that future experiments in
this area may benefit from larger sample sizes or expanded Likert ranges (e.g.
a 7- or 9-point scale) to provide more opportunity for participants to relatively
order the alternatives.
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Concept Interest. ICO1-ICO3, respondents rated both the numerical value
guided (ICO1) than the photo value guided (ICO2) and the Twitter default
(ICO3) concepts. The five-point Likert scale responses were normally distributed.
The numerical guided ICO1 (M=3.31, SD=1.18) was rated higher than photo
value guided ICO2 (M=3.02, SD=1.11): t(100)=2.26, p = 0.025. The effect sizes
using Cohen’s d to indicate a standardized difference between two means is 0.25,
suggesting a small effect. The numerical guided ICO1 (M=3.31, SD=1.18) was
also rated higher than the Twitter default ICO3 (M=2.69, SD=1.18): t(100)=2.61,
p = 0.01. The effect sizes using Cohen’s d to indicate a standardized difference
between two means is 0.52, suggesting a medium effect. Applying the same Bon-
ferroni correction, the latter result favoring numerical guided ICO1 over the
Twitter default ICO3 would be considered strong statistical evidence. There
was little difference in the rated interest between ICO2 and ICO3.

Table 5. WN: category distribution of participants who are not adding descriptions.

Category % P Example quote from participant P

Time consuming 9.1% P99 “To tweet with the added image description and text
takes extra time.”

Type of followers 18.2% P77 “None of the people who follow me are visually impai-
red, so I don’t think it’s necessary to put in the effort.”

Misunderstood the
necessity of alt text

20.5% P37 “The ones that i use are specific, they generally speak
for themselves when i do tweet media so there is no
need to add a description.”

Not expecting BLV
audience on Twitter

38.6% P29 “Honestly I never really thought about adding a de-
scription for those that have vision issues.”

How to add alt text? 13.6% P33 “I’d have no idea how to do it. I do not know how to
expand on that, sorry. This will have to be enough.”

Table 6. WA: category distribution of participants who are adding descriptions.

Category % P Example quote from participant P

Accessible 10.53% P80 “I would want them to have the same info I do.”

Post humors 7.0% P64 “help to convey the message, usually a parody.”

Easy 1.8% P12 “Because its quick to do and easy.”

Deep meaning 19.3% P73 “I think that it is necessary in some cases to give some
depth or understanding to the image.”

More info 40.4% P97 “I think I would do it if people did not understand the
context or they can’t otherwise read it.”

Out of topic 21.5% P55 “I always add GIFS.”

Overall Awareness. OA1: Only 16.8% of participants were aware of Twitter’s
announcement about descriptions. OA2: 6.9% of participants reported that they
would definitely turn on the screen reader and 20.8% reported that they proba-
bly would. 23.8% of participants reported they would definitely not turn on the
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screen reader and 25.7% reported that they probably would not. The remaining
22.8% were neutral. Almost half of respondents were unwilling to turn on a screen
reader while less than a third of participants were willing to turn on a screen
reader. As such, We conclude that effective strategies must make descriptions
visible to the public. OA3: 28.7% and 43.6% of participants strongly and some-
what agreed respectivelythat Twitter can improve how it displays descriptions.
24.8% were neutral, 3.0% somewhat disagreed, and none strongly disagreed.

Overall Preference. OP1: Only 15.8% of participants reported that they pre-
ferred Twitter’s default concept. 54.5% preferred the numerical value guided
concept and 29.7% preferred the photo guided concept. This confirms the par-
ticipants wanted to know if they can help others by writing a description.

Request for Further Information. WN: We found participants who are not
adding descriptions can be distributed into five categories, as displayed in Table
5. WA: We found participants who are adding descriptions can be distributed
into six categories as displayed in Table 6.

5 Discussion

One purpose of this study is to understand how to best integrate the BLV pop-
ulation in social media. Making information accessible to all is an important
concept in justice and equality [3]. Currently, fairness [24] and artificial intelli-
gence [34,35] research do not meet the needs of the visually impaired community.
Artificial intelligence is not yet capable of accurately describing images. Further,
there is a mistrust in image descriptions with prior research [23] indicating visu-
ally impaired users desire multiple descriptions to confirm accuracy. Our study
reveals new design opportunities for improving UX accessibility technologies by
enabling crowdsourcing to involved in adding description. In this study, we found
that informing users about the need for descriptions will be useful in urging so-
ciety to invent multiple ways to adding accurate descriptions to media content
on social media. For instance, displaying a guided concept on tweets that have
received high engagements and need a description will enable willing members
of the community to add descriptions of the image. This could have a significant
positive effect to the BLV community by providing multiple descriptions for the
most pertinent visual content on social media.

5.1 Implication of TWEN

Through our collection of TWEN, we demonstrate a technique to identify highly
engaged tweets across a wide variety of popular topics. This technique could be
leveraged in the future and the resulting engagement count inform the thresh-
old for adding a guided concept to highly engaged images missing descriptions.
The TWEN data set revealed the need for such a guided concept as less than
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1% of the images contained descriptions. The 8 descriptions in TWEN were for
the keywords “trump” and “mail”. The evidence about keywords correspond-
ing to high engagement is valuable. This knowledge could be used to identify
which keywords are correlated with high circulation, thus assisting developers to
identify content that may need crowdsourced annotators to provide descriptions.
Further, we suggest that Twitter should allow users to add description to the
media content when the link’s website has Twitter Cards enabled.

5.2 UX Accessibility Design Experiment Research Questions

To answer RQ1, our findings from the second experiment are consistent with our
findings from the first experiment. Only 8 of the 902 images in TWEN contained
a description. This is not surprising given how many of the surveyed participants
did not know what constituted a description. Only 6.9% of participants knew
there was no way to know if the image shown to them contained a description
(in UE4). Additionally, only 1% of participants always added a description to
their posted media content (in UE2). Our participants were mostly avid Twitter
users with 45.5% using Twitter more than once a day and 64.6% of them having
been a Twitter user for more than 5 years. Yet, only 16.8% knew of the change
announced by Twitter regarding the ability to add a description without the
need to modify the settings (in OA1).

To answer RQ2, participants preferred engagement flags that used numerical
values. 72.3% indicated Twitter’s display of descriptions could be improved (in
OA3). We presented two alternatives to Twitter’s default concept: a numerical
value guided concept and a photo guided concept. All three are displayed in
Figures 3-5. Participants found the numerical value guided concept more effective
(in EC1) and more interesting (in ICO1) than the photo guided (in EC2 and
ICO2) and default (in EC3 and ICO3) concepts.

To answer RQ3, we found most participants were amendable to writing de-
scriptions despite only 1% of them always doing so (in UE2). The lack of de-
scriptions seems to stem partially from lack of awareness about descriptions. For
instance, only 6.9% of participants knew they could not determine the existence
of a description when viewing a tweet containing an image (in UE4). This is con-
firmed by over a third of participants having replies to why they did not include
descriptions (WN) that fell into misunderstanding and How we add alt text? cat-
egories. Another 38.6% of participants were not expecting BLV to be an audience
on Twitter. Thus it is important to educate social media users on description
purpose, how to add descriptions, and the prevalence of visually impaired users.
Further, promoting awareness of high engagement may increase willingness to
add descriptions. While only a third of participants indicated willingness to al-
ways add descriptions, a majority indicated wiliness to add descriptions only
to highly engaged media content (in HP1). The 27.3% of open-ended responses
(WN) in the type of followers and time consuming categories also support the
need for targeted and effortless solutions. Thus, we must recommend strategies
such as our well-received numeric value guided concept for highlighting highly
engaged media content without a description.
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5.3 Limitations and Future Work

In this study we demonstrated that icons can be used to indicate highly-engaged
tweets and encourage users to add descriptions. As there is no international
standard icon to indicate BLV in social media platforms, future work involves
designing a multicultural icon that could be understood by many people around
the world and exploring the pros and cons of different icons. Future icon ex-
periments may include differing formats, shapes, sizes, placements, and colors.
However, the icon design is beyond the scope of this paper. Our proposed guided
concepts need to be further tested to determine effectiveness, therefore our future
work will include more tests to determine effectiveness of guided concepts. As
the participants in our study were already are primed to know what the context
and meaning of the engagement number, future work involves testing the icons
on different populations who have not been asked prior questions about image
descriptions and engagement. As it is outside the scope of this research, future
research could also involve solutions to the logistical concerns of using crowd-
sourcing to add descriptions. Notably, there are decorative images that may not
require descriptions. Further, some complex images may require domain knowl-
edge to provide a description, so a solution would ideally allow for the people
who contribute to writing descriptions specify topics of interest and expertise.

6 Conclusion

In this study we collected the TWEN data set about highly engaged tweets and
a surveyed sighted users regarding their experience with descriptions. Over 90%
of TWEN included images, suggesting highly engaged tweets frequently have
images. However, less than 1% of these images contained descriptions, posing
accessibility issues for visually impaired users. The subsequent survey revealed
the importance of awareness in increasing description frequency as many par-
ticipants were unaware of the purpose of descriptions. Despite this, many par-
ticipants seemed willing to help by providing descriptions for highly engaged
content if properly alerted of the need, such as through our well received numer-
ical value guided concept. Thus, if guided concepts are used to draw attention
and a method is provided to standardize description writing efforts, adding de-
scriptions to highly engaged content could become more common. Our findings
offer a tangible guide regarding what type of media content is available on Twit-
ter and a strategy to increase description frequency.
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